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Brave Dave

*

Big Fat Cows

Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton
Meet Dave. He is brave. Really, really, really brave ... well,
until the night. The hilarious story from Andy and Terry's
popular book The Big Fat Cow That Goes Kapow! is now
available as a board book.

Pan Australia • HB • Picture Storybooks

9781743535530
Meg Cabot

9781743535547

*

Olivia Grace is completely average. Or so she thinks ... until
Her Royal Highness, Princess Mia Thermopolis turns up at
her school one day and whisks Olivia away to New York
City! In a limo, no less! Where you can eat all the cookies
you want and the ceiling lights up pink and purple - like a
disco! But discovering that your father is actually the Prince
of Genovia is quite a shock. Especially since it means
you're a descendent of the Kingdom of Genovia, and a
princess. Olivia's got a lot to learn about her long-lost family
- and everyone's got a lot to learn about her! Olivia
chronicles her transformation from ordinary girl to princess
in her notebook, with illustrations from Meg Cabot, who
studied Fine Arts as an undergraduate.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781447280651

$14.99

Renegade: The Silver Blackthorn Trilogy 2
Kerry Wilkinson

$14.99

Velvet
Temple West
After losing both her parents before age 17, aspiring
designer Caitlin Holte feels like her whole world has been
turned upside down, and that was before the terrifying
encounter with a supernatural force. Then, she learns
that her hot bad-boy neighbor, Adrian - who might have
just saved her life - is actually a half-demon vampire.
Suddenly Caitlin is stuck with a vampire bodyguard who
feels that the best way to protect her is to become her
pretend boyfriend. Trouble is, Caitlin is starting to fall in
love for real, while Adrian can never love a human.
Caitlin trusts Adrian to keep her safe from his demon
father, but will he be able to protect her heart?

St Martin's Press • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250057082

$16.99

My Secret Rockstar Boyfriend
Eleanor Wood

Silver Blackthorn is on the run. All she really wants is to be
reunited with her family and friends but the time for thinking
about herself has passed. Now the fates of eleven other
teenagers are in her hands - and they are all looking to her
for a plan. With an entire country searching for the escaped
Offerings, Silver is under pressure to keep them all from the
clutches of the Minister Prime, King Victor and the
Kingsmen. As expectations are piled upon the girl with the
silver streak in her hair, she realises that life will never be
the same again. Huge changes are on the horizon and
Silver is in the thick of them ...

Pan • PB • Science fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781447235316

Big cows here. Fat cows there. Big fat cows are
EVERYWHERE! The hilarious story from Andy and
Terry's popular book The Big Fat Cow That Goes
Kapow! is now available as a board book.

Pan Australia • HB • Picture Storybooks

$14.99

Notebooks of a Middle-School Princess

*

Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton

$19.99

Geeky girl meets famous boy ... what could go wrong?
Tuesday Cooper is happy being normal -doing her alevels and indulging in her twin obsessions: buying weird
vintage clothes in charity shops and writing her beloved
music blog (which nobody ever reads). Her love for music
started when she was thirteen and had a massive crush
on Jackson Griffith, teen rock god and SUPER HOT
LOVE OF HER LIFE. Now Tuesday's eighteen and has
moved on to fancying boys in real life and Jackson went
off the celebrity radar years ago. So it can't be him that's
messaging her on her blog, can it? From one girl's
computer to the pyramid stage at Glastonbury Festival,
this is a love story for anyone who has ever wished that
someone would sing a love song just for them. Dreams
can come true ...

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781447277873

$14.99

Naughty Henry

Dear Zoo Book and CD

Rod Campbell

Rod Campbell

I have a dog called Henry. I love him a lot ... But Henry isn't always a well-behaved dog,
and in this story he makes all sorts of mischief: chasing the cat, knocking over the plants
and even making a little puddle on the carpet ... Naughty Henry! Rod Campbell, the creator
of Dear Zoo, has been a trusted name in preschool books for over 30 years. This new
character story book has a text that is a joy to read aloud and a pull-tab on every spread so
children can make Henry run, jump and wag his tail. Destined to be a future classic.

I wrote to the zoo to send me a pet ... An elephant? Too big! A giraffe? Too tall! A puppy perfect! This classic lift-the-flap book, a favourite with toddlers ever since it was first
published in 1982, is now available as a large cased board book accompanied by a CD of
the story, read by the author himself and with lots of added extras - activities, sound effects
and more! What will the zoo send you?

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • Picture Books

9781 44725469 0

$19.99

Princess Mirror-Belle and the Party Hoppers

Macmillan Children's Books • Picture Books

978 14472827 61

$22.99

Princess Mirror-Belle

Julia Donaldson

Julia Donaldson

Ellen gets a big shock when her double appears out of the bathroom mirror. But MirrorBelle is a double with a difference! She is a princess, and a very mischievous one at that.
Join magically mischievous Mirror-Belle as she comes popping out of Ellen's mirror to
sweep her into even more hilarious escapades. From celebrating birthdays to having fun at
the fair and starting at a new school, there are always adventures to be had. You can
guarantee that wherever Mirror-Belle goes, trouble will follow.

Ellen gets a big shock when her double appears out of the bathroom mirror. But MirrorBelle is a double with a difference! She is a princess, and a very mischievous one at that.
Join magically mischievous Mirror-Belle as she comes popping out of Ellen's mirror to
sweep her into a variety of hilarious escapades - from battling with Dragon Pox to exploring
a department store and helping out with the local pantomine. You can always guarantee
that wherever Mirror-Belle goes, trouble will follow.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781 44728489 5

$12.99

Predators: The Whole Tooth and Claw Story
Glenn Murphy
What turns owls into airborne ninjas? Which cat has the highest pounce rate? Which
dinosaur scared the pants off the mighty T-rex? Glenn Murphy, author of Why Is Snot
Green? and How Loud Can You Burp? leads us through the wide world of all things
toothed, clawed and fearsome in this brilliantly informative book about creatures that hunt
to survive. Packed with amazing photographs, illustrations, information and jokes about all
things sharp, toothy and ferocious - from lions and bears to dinosaurs and wolverines, this
book contains absolutely no boring bits!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Children's, Teenage & educational

9781 44728504 5

$12.99

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Children's, Teenage & educational

978 14472856 25

$12.99

The Flying Bath
Julia Donaldson
When everyone has left the house in the morning, the bath toys spring into action and
head off on exciting adventures in their magical flying bath! From giving a muddy piglet a
shower to putting out a fire for a frightened baboon, they have water at the ready for any
emergency - but they're always home for the children's bathtime at the end of the day. The
simple rhyming speech-bubble text is great to read aloud, and perfect for developing
reading confidence. Richly detailed, sumptuous artwork completes this irresistible book for
young readers. A playful and adventurous story from the creators of Tyrannosaurus Drip,
The Troll and Jack and the Flumflum Tree.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

978 14472771 18

$14.99

My Teacher Is A Monster

Busy Alice

Peter Brown

Christelle Ruth

Bobby has a problem at school. It's his teacher, Miss Kirby. She stomps, she roars, and
she won't even let him throw paper aeroplanes in class ... what a monster! One day the
unthinkable happens when Bobby bumps into Miss Kirby outside school. However, he
soon finds out there's more to her than meets the eye. This beautifully illustrated and
brilliantly funny book from award-winning artist Peter Brown shows that monsters - and
teachers - are not always as bad as they seem.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

9781 44725748 6

$14.99

Digby Dog Saves the Day

In Alice's adventures, nothing's ever as it seems, for Wonderland is magical, beyond your
wildest dreams! This is a perfect introduction, for young children, to the magical story Alice
in Wonderland. Push, pull and turn mechanisms bring the story to life and introduce all the
main characters, Alice, the White Rabbit, the March Hare, Mad Hatter, Doormouse and of
course the Queen of Hearts. Beautifully brought to life by Christelle Ruth's illustrations.

Campbell Books • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

978 14472776 99

$9.99

Digby Dog Saves the Day

Tor Freeman

Tor Freeman

Everyone's favourite postal dog is busier than ever. This time his deliveries take him far
and wide, to the castle, the Fun Park, the Library and the Arcade! Use the 'Can You Find'
activities to find each character and spot the additional items hidden in each busy scene. A
story and activity rolled into one, this unique search-and-find book is packed with brilliant
characters and first words, plus fascinating and funny details that will keep both young and
old looking - and laughing - for hours. For all fans of Where's Wally - with even more
things to find, and a story too.

Everyone's favourite postal dog is busier than ever. This time his deliveries take him far
and wide, to the castle, the Fun Park, the Library and the Arcade! Use the 'Can You Find'
activities to find each character and spot the additional items hidden in each busy scene. A
story and activity rolled into one, this unique search-and-find book is packed with brilliant
characters and first words, plus fascinating and funny details that will keep both young and
old looking - and laughing - for hours. For all fans of Where's Wally - with even more
things to find, and a story too.

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • Picture Books

9781 44725894 0

$24.99

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

978 14472589 57

$14.99

Smelly Louie

Peas in a Pod

Catherine Rayner

Tania McCartney

ouie the dog has just had a bath - and he is NOT happy about it. He smells all wrong.
Determined to get his Special Smell back, he goes on a hunt for it and meets lots of smelly
things along the way - a fox, some interesting dustbins and a marvellously muddy puddle
to roll in. Will he ever get his smell back? And, more importantly, will he be able to keep it
this time . . . ? Catherine Rayner is the Greenaway Medal-winning creator of Solomon
Crocodile and Ernest. Smelly Louie is full of her trademark humour and richly textured
artwork. This funny canine tale will be a sure-fire hit with children and adults alike.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

9781 44727180 2

$14.99

Pippa, Pia, Poppy, Polly and Peg are quintuplets. Since birth, they've done everything the
same - cry, eat, sleep, sit. But as they get a little older, things start to change. Now they
want to do things differently - very differently. Can Mum and Dad keep their little girls as
matching peas in a pod, or will those five very individual personalities win out in the end?
Gorgeous illustrations perfectly complement this simple yet entertaining storyline. Sure to
be enjoyed by kids and their parents!

Exisle • HB • Picture Storybooks

978 19219667 12

$24.99

Lola Carlyle's 12-Step Romance

Second Star

Danielle Younge-Ullman

Alyssa Sheinmel

Lola Carlyle is lonely, out of sorts, and in for a boring summer. So when her best friend
Sydney calls to rave about the fun she's having at a luxurious Malibu rehab (it's basically a
spa!) and reveals that the love of Lola's life, Wade Miller, is being admitted, Lola knows
what she has to do. Never mind that her worst addiction is decaf cappuccino; Lola is going
to rehab.

St Martin's Press • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781 62266785 7

$16.99

Peter Pan as you've never imagined it before: a love triangle between Wendy, Pete, and
Hook set in the endless summer of modern-day coastal California. A twisty story about
love, loss, and lies, this contemporary oceanside adventure is tinged with a touch of dark
magic as it follows 17 year-old Wendy Darling on a search for her missing surfer brothers.

St Martin's Press • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

978 12500629 87

$16.99

Felty Flaps: One, Two, Peekaboo!
Georgie Birkett
One, two, Peekaboo! Spend the day at nursery and lift the flaps to find where the children
are hiding. Look inside the tent, under the paintings and behind the books. Little fingers will
love to lift the soft felt flaps while learning how to count from one to ten. With Georgie
Birkett's delightful illustrations and a gentle rhythmic text, this chunky board book is ideal
for the bookshelf and the toybox. Also available in the Felty Flap series: Peekaboo, Hello
You!, Red, Blue Peekaboo and Peekaboo Where are You?

Campbell Books • Children's, Teenage & educational

9781 44727427 8

$14.99

Felty Flaps: Peekaboo, Hello You!
Georgie Birkett
Peekaboo, hello you! Lift the flaps to find out where the children are hiding at the beach.
Are they behind the sandcastle, beneath the umbrella or under the towel? Little fingers will
love to lift the five soft felt flaps in this wonderfully interactive board book. With Georgie
Birkett's delightful illustrations and a gentle rhythmic text, this chunky little book is ideal for
the bookshelf and the toy box. Also available in the Felty Flaps series: One, Two
Peekaboo!, Red, Blue Peekaboo and Peekaboo Where are You?

Campbell Books • Children's, Teenage & educational

978 14472743 53

$14.99

Millions

Cosmic

Frank Cottrell Boyce

Frank Cottrell Boyce

Two brothers, Damian and Anthony, are unwittingly caught up in a train robbery during
Britain's countdown to joining the Euro. Suddenly finding themselves with a vast amount of
cash, the boys have just one glorious, appalling dilemma - how to spend it in the few days
before it becomes worthless. Torn between the vices of buying a million pizzas and the
virtues of ending world poverty, the boys soon discover that being rich is a mug's game.
For not only is the clock ticking - the bungling bank robbers are closing in too. Pizzas or
World Peace - what would you choose?

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781 44728234 1

$14.99

Framed
Frank Cottrell Boyce
Dylan is the only boy living in the tiny Welsh town of Manod. His parents run the
Snowdonia Oasis Auto Marvel garage - and when he's not trying to persuade his sisters to
play football, Dylan is in charge of the petrol log. And that means he gets to keep track of
everyone coming in and out of Manod - what car they drive, what they're called, even their
favourite flavour of crisps. But when a mysterious convoy of lorries trundles up the misty
mountainside towards an old, disused mine, even Dylan is confounded. Who are these
people - and what have they got to hide? A story inspired by a press cutting describing
how, during World War II, the treasured contents of London's National Gallery were stored
in Welsh slate mines. Once a month, a morale-boosting masterpiece would be unveiled in
the village and then returned to London for viewing.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781 44726557 3

$14.99

Whizzy Wheels: My First Fire Engine
Marion Billet
Young children just love things that go, and here is a book they can spend hours pushing
along the floor as well as reading! Nee-Naw! Nee-Naw! The firefighters are on their way to
an emergency . . . little Tommy's ball is stuck up a tree! But on the way to Tommy's, the
fire-fighters put out a blazing barbecue, clear a flooded road, and help a lady and her dog.
What a busy day! There's masses of detail and plenty to talk about on every page. A
perfect book for fire-engine-mad toddlers who like to play with their books!

Campbell Books • Early learning: things that go

9781 44727698 2

$12.99

Flip and Find Pilots
Samantha Meredith
Flip the flap to discover what the busy pilots do at work in this look-and-find book for
inquisitive toddlers. Each spread is packed with detail about airports and aeroplanes and
there's lots of things for little ones to find behind the big sturdy flaps. With wonderful, bright
illustrations and funny, rhyming text, there's heaps to explore and a bird to spot throughout
too!

Campbell Books • Pop-Up & Lift-The-Flap Books

9781 44727717 0

$12.99

Axel Scheffler Treasury of Rhyming Stories
Axel Scheffler
Katie, Pip and Freddy are lively creatures who love to make noise, dance about and have
fun. Beautifully illustrated by the award-winning Axel Scheffler, these stories have lots of
details that children will love to spot. This rhyming collection is completed by robust, easyto-hold tabs to keep track of each story and an audio recording by the voice of Poppy Cat,
Joanna Page.

Campbell Books • Early Learning: Verse & Rhymes

9781 44727725 5

$18.99

Dindy and the Elephant

It's one giant leap for all boy-kind in Frank Cottrell Boyce's out-of-this-world story: Cosmic.
Liam is too big for his boots. And his football strip. And his school blazer. But being supersized height-wise has its advantages: he's the only eleven-year-old to ever ride the Gforce-defying Cosmic rollercoaster - or to be offered the chance to drive a Porsche. Longlegged Liam makes a giant leap for boy-kind by competing with a group of adults for the
chance to go into space. Is Liam the best boy for the job? Sometimes being big isn't all
about being a grown-up. Includes bonus material and discussion questions from Frank
Cottrell Boyce, and illustrations by Steven Lenton.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

978 14472655 66

$14.99

Whizzy Wheels: My First Train
Marion Billet
Young children just love things that go, and here is a book they can spend hours pushing
along the floor as well as reading! Peep-peep! We're off on our journey. What will we see?
Follow the train as it sets off on its journey from the city to the seaside with a young family
on board. There's masses of detail and plenty to talk about on every page. A perfect book
for train-mad toddlers on the move!

Campbell Books • Early learning: things that go

978 14472769 75

$12.99

Flip and Find Doctors
Samantha Meredith
Flip the flap to discover what the busy doctors do all day in this look-and-find book for
inquisitive toddlers. Each spread is packed with detail about doctors and hospitals and
there's lots of things for little ones to find behind the big sturdy flaps. With wonderful, bright
illustrations and gentle rhyming text, there's heaps to explore and a little fish in a tank to
spot though out too!

Campbell Books • Pop-Up & Lift-The-Flap Books

978 14472771 63

$12.99

Lucy Cousins Treasury of Nursery Rhymes
Lucy Cousins
From Humpty Dumpty, to Rock-a-bye Baby, this wonderful collection of nursery rhymes
has been beautifully imagined by Lucy Cousins, illustrator of the Maisy books. Complete
with audio recording and robust, easy-to-hold tabs for finding your favourite rhymes,
they're a perfect, playful introduction to the world of stories for little children.

Campbell Books • HB • Early Learning: Verse & Rhymes

978 14472772 48

$18.99

The Fib and Other Stories
George Layton
In The Fib, The Swap and The Trick, George Layton's collections of short stories evoke a
nostalgic, atmospheric view of growing up in the 1950s. Now published together for the
first time as a bind-up. The coach started to move off. I felt frightened. All these weeks,
looking forward to it, and now I didn't want to go. Please, Mum, let me go home. She was
running alongside, waving her hanky and crying ... He'd nagged his mother for weeks to let
him go on the school exchange, swapping his home in the backstreets of a northern town
for a posh house in London. With a proper family. With a dad. But now it was all going
wrong ...

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Children's / Teenage fiction & true stories

978 14472867 38

$14.99

Meerkat Mail

Elizabeth Laird

Emily Gravett

Bored with her little brother Pog's childish games, Dindy decides that she's finally grown-up
enough for a real adventure. While her mother is sleeping and the servants are busy, she
takes Pog deep into the tea gardens, a place they are never supposed to go alone.
Terrified by a wild animals and snubbed by the local children, Dindy starts to realize how
little she really knows about India, even though it's the only place she's ever called home.
But little does she know her life is about to be turned upside down when her mother is
taken ill and her father tells her they are leaving India, for good.

Sunny the meerkat lives with his enormous family in the Kalahari desert. They are all very
close ... so close, in fact, that one day Sunny decides he's had enough and packs his
bags. He's off to visit his mongoose cousins. But from the watery world of the Marsh
Mongoose to the nocturnal lifestyle of the Malagasy Mongoose, Sunny just doesn't fit in.
And who's that shadowy figure who seems to be following him around? There's so much to
enjoy, from the newspaper cuttings on the endpapers to the wittily accurate information
about each mongoose species Sunny visits on his journey. With seven giant glossy
postcards attached to the pages, this beautiful book is rich with comic detail and will keep
any meerkat fan entertained for hours.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Children's / Teenage fiction & true stories

9781 44727240 3

$14.99

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

978 14472844 20

$14.99

Match It!

The Iron Claw

Early Learning Fun

Paul Collins and Sean McMullen

A big book full of picture matching and sorting exercises for preschoolers. Activities
become increasingly difficult as the book progresses, and, as the pages wipe clean,
children can repeat them all, growing in accuracy and confidence as they do so. Clock icon
on every page to record how long each activity takes to complete so that progress and
improvement can be tracked. With a special dry-wipe pen, and pull-out matching and
memory game cards.

The warlock Calbaras wants to revive the ancient, forbidden magic of dragons, and his son
Dantar is vital to his plans. Dantar is on the run in an enemy kingdom, unaware that he is
so important. Worse, his sister Velza is now working for the enemy king.

Priddy Books • PB • Early Learning / Early Learning Concepts

9781 78341112 2

$12.99

Hidden Talents

Ford Street Publishing • PB • Fantasy & magical realism (Children's / Teenage)

978 19250009 48

$12.95

Fierce Reads

David Lubar

Various

When thirteen-year-old Martin Anderson arrives at the Edgeview Alternative School, it's the
end of the road. Literally. He's been expelled from every other school. Edgeview is the last
stop. A warehouse for the system's rejects. Martin fits right in. Everyone has given up on
Martin. Even Martin. But at Edgeview Martin falls in with a group of five outsiders who
make the other Edgeview rejects appear gifted by comparison. He makes a remarkable
discovery: each of his friends possesses a remarkable talent. One is telekinetic. Another is
empathic. Others have psychic abilities. Martin thinks these talents make them special.
They think it makes them freaks.

A fabulous collection of short stories from your favorite Fierce Reads authors, perfect for
fans and new readers! Beloved of readers and booksellers, our Fierce Reads program has
garnered tons of enthusiastic fans since its inauguration in 2012. Now, the authors you
know and love are coming together in one book! With standalone short stories from a
handpicked set of FR authors, this fabulous collection will include a mix of original content
and popular favorites, and will often feature characters or worlds from existing Fierce
Reads books. Extended, personal introductions from each author will make this a must-buy
for fans as well as a fantastic portal for engaging new readers with the program. With a
wide range of genres and subject matter, there will be something here for everyone!

Tor Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9780 76537914 6

$14.99

SuperMutant Magic Academy
Jillian Tamaki
The New York Times and New Yorker illustrator Jillian Tamaki is best known for cocreating the award-winning young adult graphic novels Skim and This One Summermoody and atmospheric bestsellers. SuperMutant Magic Academy, which she has been
serializing online for the past four years, paints a teenaged world filled with just as much
ennui and uncertainty, but also with a sharp dose of humor and irreverence. Tamaki deftly
plays superhero and high-school Hollywood tropes against what adolescence is really like.

St Martin's Press • PB • Graphic Novels

9781 77046198 7

$29.99

The Morning Gift
Eva Ibbotson
Ruth lives in the beautiful city of Vienna and is wildly in love with Heini Radik, a brilliant
young pianist. But her world is about to change forever. When Hitler's forces invade, Ruth's
family flees to London, but she is unable to get a passport. Quin, a young professor and
friend of the family, visits Ruth and, in an effort to bring her back to London, he offers a
marriage of convenience. As Ruth throws herself into her London life, Quin begins to fall
desperately in love with her. Things are further complicated by the arrival of Heini ...

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Children's, Teenage & educational

9781 44728001 9

$14.99

Magic Flutes

St Martin's Press • PB • Short stories (Children's / Teenage)

978 12500605 32

$16.99

I Kill the Mockingbird
Paul Acampora
When Lucy, Elena, and Michael receive their summer reading list, they are excited to see
To Kill A Mockingbird included. But not everyone in their class shares the same
enthusiasm. So they hatch a plot to get the entire town talking about the well-known
Harper Lee classic. They plan controversial ways to get people to read the book, including
re-shelving copies of the book in bookstores so that people think they are missing and
starting a website committed to "destroying the mockingbird." Their efforts are successful
when all of the hullabaloo starts to direct more people to the book. But soon, their exploits
start to spin out of control and they unwittingly start a mini revolution in the name of books.

St Martin's Press • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

978 12500680 88

$12.99

A Song for Summer
Eva Ibbotson
When Ellen Carr abandons grey, dreary London to become housekeeper at an
experimental school in Austria, she finds her destiny. Swept into an idyllic world of
mountains, music, eccentric teachers and wayward children, Ellen brings order and joy to
all around her. But it's the handsome, mysterious gardener, Marek, who intrigues her Marek, who has a dangerous secret. As Hitler's troops spread across Europe, Ellen has
promises to keep, even if they mean she must sacrifice her future happiness ...

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

978 14472800 40

$14.99

The Secret Countess

Eva Ibbotson

Eva Ibbotson

Spring, 1922 Tessa is a beautiful, tiny, dark-eyed princess - who's given up her duties to
follow her heart, working for nothing backstage at the Viennese opera. No one there knows
who she really is, or that a fairy-tale castle is missing its princess, and Tessa is determined
to keep it that way. But secret lives can be complicated, and when a wealthy, handsome
Englishman discovers this bewitching urchin backstage, Tessa's two lives collide - and in
escaping her inheritance, she finds her destiny ...

Anna, a young countess, has lived in the glittering city of St Petersburg all her life in an iceblue palace overlooking the River Neva. But when revolution tears Russia apart, her nowpenniless family is forced to flee to England. Armed with an out-of-date book on
housekeeping, Anna determines to become a housemaid and she finds work at the Earl of
Westerholme's crumbling but magnificent mansion. The staff and the family are sure there
is something not quite right about their new maid - but she soon wins them over with her
warmth and dedication. Then the young Earl returns home from the war - and Anna falls
hopelessly in love. But they can never be together: Rupert is engaged to the snobbish and
awful Muriel - and anyway, Anna is only a servant. Or so everybody thinks ...

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Children's, Teenage & educational

9781 44728009 5

$14.99

A Company of Swans
Eva Ibbotson
Weekly ballet classes are Harriet Morton's only escape from her intolerably dull life. So
when she is chosen to join a corps de ballet which is setting off on a tour of the Amazon,
she leaps at the chance to run away for good. Performing in the grand opera houses is
everything Harriet dreamed of, and falling in love with an aristocratic exile makes her new
life complete. Swept away by it all, she is unaware that her father and intended fiancé have
begun to track her down ...

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Classic fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781 44728011 8

$14.99

The Garfield Show #5
Jim Davis
Is Garfield doomed to become a dog? When Garfield overhears Jon tell Liz "you are what
you eat" he panics - he's just eaten a can of dog food! Now, Garfield must figure out a way
to avoid one of his darkest fears ... turning into a dog like Odie! Featuring five more stories
from The Garfield Show.

Papercutz • PB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

9781 62991209 7

$12.99

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

978 14472801 01

$14.99

The Garfield Show #5
Jim Davis
Is Garfield doomed to become a dog? When Garfield overhears Jon tell Liz "you are what
you eat" he panics - he's just eaten a can of dog food! Now, Garfield must figure out a way
to avoid one of his darkest fears ... turning into a dog like Odie! Featuring five more stories
from The Garfield Show.

Papercutz • HB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

978 16299121 03

$19.99

Neil Gaiman's Lady Justice #1
Neil Gaiman
From the mind of New York Times Best-selling author and Eisner Award-winning author
Neil Gaiman, Lady Justice is the living embodiment of justice, possessing oppressed
women and giving them the ability to fight their tormentors. In times of trouble, the spirit of
Justice appears before women and offers them the chance to take revenge on their male
abusers. This graphic novel series will collect all of the classic Lady Justice comics for the
first time anywhere.

Papercutz • PB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

978 16299118 23

$19.99

